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Over the past four decades he has been actively engaged in research on various aspects of visual perception, exploring the nature of the information used, particularly as it is arrayed in natural motions such as those of, and seen by, a pedestrian walking through a cluttered environment. Since much of his research has been focused on everyday perception, since this research has used computer graphics, and since the computer images are irrevocably pictures, he has also been deeply interested in the relation between pictures (as two-dimensional objects) and the three-dimensional natural world. Coupled with his interest in motion, this has led him to cinema. Aside from enjoying simply “flicking out,” his academic interest in cinema is as a tool to understand the constraints under which the human visual system evolved. He argues that the vast cultural significance of cinema, and its considerably different structure from what is seen during, say, a stroll through the real world provides insights into the underpinnings of our visual perception. Since we did not evolve to look at cinema, and since it arguably “evolved” to fit what we can digest easily, its structure can suggest what our visual systems did, and did not, evolve to see. These ideas appear in his third book *Movies on our minds: The evolution of cinematic engagement* (2021, Oxford Press).